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This summer 
8 out of 10 
people (82%) 
are planning 
to take day 
trips. They will 
be planning 

their journeys, getting behind the wheel 
of their cars and travelling hundreds 
of miles in search of entertaining 
destinations. However, money is tight, 
motoring costs are rising and leisure 
time is precious, so there are many 
things to consider and tough decisions 
to make before they depart.

The following study provides an insight into 
the factors guiding people’s choice of day trip 
destination – revealing the things that concern 
them most about the trip and where they are 
making economies to stretch their finances 
that little bit further. 

Our research also looks at the roles and 
responsibilities of daytrippers – from who 
packs the bags, to who checks the car and 
whose enjoyment ultimately decides the 
places they visit.

We also take a look into the psychology  
of the day trip with expert commentary  
from Dr Geoff Rolls.
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Dr Geoff Rolls introduction

“ Everyone looks forward to a day trip 
but there are a number of factors 
which can make or break the day. 
Halfords Autocentres has conducted 
some fascinating research that shows 
not only how keen the UK is on day 
trips but provides an insight into the 
psychology and behaviour of both men 
and women, young and old.”

dr Geoff rolls gained his 
B.sc and ph.d from the 
university of southampton, 
where for nine years he 
investigated psychological 
aspects of car driver 
Behaviour.
Geoff is a published author of titles including 
‘Women Can’t Park, Men Can’t Pack’ 
(Chambers 2009), which investigates gender 
stereotypes (including driving) and is currently

Head of Psychology at Peter Symonds 
College, Winchester. 

He is has also written Classic Case Studies 
in Psychology (Hodder Arnold) which is now 
in its 3rd edition and has been translated into 
many languages including Korean. Geoff has 
also co-authored many other well-received 
psychology textbooks with bestselling fellow 
author Richard Gross. 

Geoff lives in the New Forest with his wife 
and two children and enjoys day trips 
out with them in their campervan most 
weekends during the summer.

*Survey data taken from a YourSayPays poll of 2004 respondents surveyed between 24th – 30th June 2013.
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Our research shows that the perfect day trip 
for most people is made by car (87%), involves 
a journey of no more than a 100 miles (64%), 

with minimal traffic disruption (21%), to a 
destination that will have something to appeal 
to the whole family (37%). 

you told us which were the most important factors to you when planning a day trip…

The ideal day trip

23% How long I will have at the destination

29% How long it will take to get there

41% The cost of the trip in fuel

7% 

Insight

“ psychological research suggests that familiarity breeds 
content (rather than contempt) so the 21% of people that 
are planning to revisit a favourite destination are unlikely 
to be disappointed. 

 
   However, the 24% who said that they actively seek new and different locations are leaving  

more to chance and should plan carefully to help ensure their day trip is free from breakdowns  
and memorable for all the right reasons.”

– Dr Geoff Rolls

How bored I will get 
during the journey
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factors that concern us the most

The thing that most people fear when taking 
a day trip is breaking down. For more than a 
third of people (34.5%) the thought of being 
stranded at the roadside with passengers 
and belongings is their greatest concern. This 
narrowly surpasses the weather, which 34% 
of people fear will spoil their fun. However, for 
one in five people (21%) traffic jams are their 
greatest annoyance and most likely to see 
them getting hot under the collar.

By contrast two factors that have preoccupied 
daytrippers for years – getting lost and 
boredom or arguments during a journey – 
have almost disappeared from drivers’ list of 
concerns, with just 6% and 4.5% respectively 
citing them as a real concern. 

What would spoil the day?

Insight

“ We know that weather 
can affect mood but it is 
interesting to note the 
over-riding importance of 
breakdowns (mechanical 
rather than mental) to the 
success of a day trip.

The feeling of helplessness it instils in most 
motorists because they lack the knowledge 
to put things right is a likely cause.

The diminishing importance of weather reflects 
the fact that weather forecasts are now 
more accurate and hardy Brits are getting 
increasingly used to inclement conditions.”

 

6% 
Getting lost

4.5% 
Boredom/arguments 

during journey

34.5% 
Breaking down

34% 
Weather

21% 
Traffic jams

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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how far are we prepared to travel? 

For one in three day-trippers (31%) the maximum 
distance (including the return journey) that they 
are prepared to travel is 100 miles.

Though a larger proportion (33%) wouldn’t 
consider travelling that far, one in five people 
(20%) said that distance isn’t a barrier and 
are happy to travel in excess of 150 miles in 
search of a good day out.

The main reason for drivers’ unwillingness to 
cover great distances is concern over fuel costs.

Four out of ten people (40%) cited it as the 
key consideration when planning their day trip. 
Interestingly this was of prime concern for all age 
groups – highlighting that both young and old are 
currently avoiding unnecessary expenditure.

What are we looking for?

Almost a third of people (29%) stated that how 
long a destination takes to travel to is the most 
important consideration when planning a day 
trip. This was closely followed by how long 
they have to enjoy themselves once at their 
chosen venue – which was most important to 
one in five people (22%) and combined with 
travel time reveals how precious leisure time is.

Having considered how to ensure more  
time is spent enjoying themselves than 
travelling to and from a venue, the majority  
of people (34%) select the final destination 
based on its appeal to the majority of the 
family or group.

Where are we going?

22.4% 50 miles

6.3% 25 miles

4.5% less than 25 miles

15.5% 150 miles

31.2% 100 miles

20.1% over 150 miles

Insight

“ The priority given to day 
trips is illustrated by the 
fact that the majority of 
people will drive further 
on a day trip than they  
do in an average week.

    Women are more concerned that the 
destination will be suitable for the children 
than men are, however men are more  
concerned that the destination will appeal 
to their partner than women.

    Of course, these decisions may not be as 
selfless as they appear because seeing 
friends and family enjoying themselves 
makes us happy too.

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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How are we getting there?

preferred mode of transport

When it comes to day trips it seems the car is 
indispensable – with 88% of people telling us 
that it is their intended mode of transport. This 
is followed by the train and bus with 10% and 
2% respectively.

Younger daytrippers (aged 18–24) were the 
most likely to use public transport. One in five 
(20%) told us that they intended to use the 
train and 6% the bus. However, despite the 
cost of motoring, 74% still said that the car 
was their intended choice.

Me

63%
Partner

32%
Friend

3%

planning the route

With fuel, journey times and traffic congestion 
all playing on the minds of daytrippers, we 
asked who would be responsible for planning 
the journey route. More than 8 out of 10 men 
(88%) said that they would be assuming  

 
 
responsibility, whilst only 48% of women 
said that they would entrust the task to their 
partners – a disparity that clearly highlights 
how easily arguments can occur when taking 
a wrong turn.

Other family member

2%

Car

88%
Train

10%
Bus

2%
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How are we getting there?

Who is driving?

Men also prefer to do the majority of the 
driving – with 89% of them intending to spend 
the majority of their journey time at the wheel. 

Whilst one in three (32%) of women are 
content to allow their male partners to have 

their own way because they prefer to drive, 
41% of them aren’t planning to allow men to 
assume control and are planning to take the 
wheel themselves.

Me

89.4%

Me

41.1%

Partner

8.9%

Partner

52.5%

Friend

1.0%

Friend

3.4%

Other family member

0.7%

Other family member

3.1%

male

female
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Insight

“ route planning is identified as a key to a successful 
day trip and interestingly, this is still predominantly the 
domain of men. in general men have better visual spatial 
skills and this finding may reflect that. 

   Men also prefer to do the majority of the driving, despite the fact that women are the safer 
drivers according to accident statistics. Those women that let men drive appear to do so 
because they feel men are not good passengers and may perhaps criticise their driving.”

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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Me

42.5%

Me

84.7%

Partner

54.5%

Partner

11.4%

Friend

1.7%

Friend

2.2%

Other family member

1.3%

Other family member

1.7%

Who does the packing?

Women are chiefly responsible for ensuring 
that all of the essentials for a successful day 
trip are on board before departure. More
than 8 out of 10 (84%) said they will do the 

majority of packing bags and cases and only 
11% were willing to entrust the task to male 
partners.

male

female

Preparing for the journey

Insight

“ The saying ‘women can’t 
park, men can’t pack’ is 
borne out by the halfords 
research. it’s fine for 
everyone to have their  

own contributory roles 
for the day trip providing 
everybody is happy with 
their allocated tasks. 
many hands make light 
work!

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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41.7%

0–5
miles

5–10
miles

10–15
miles

over 15
miles

32.7% 12.5% 13.1%

A quarter of daytrippers (25%) would travel 
over 10 miles to return home and retrieve  
a forgotten item.

If the wasted fuel from only the journeys over 
ten miles was added together, it would cost 
motorists £10.6m. However, the true cost 
(taking into account unnecessary journeys of 
less than ten miles) could be significantly more.

how far are we prepared to drive to retrieve forgotten items?

The cost of forgotten items

£10.6 million
 

*30 million motorists in UK, 82% of which (24.6m) are  
planning day trips, 25% of those (6.1m) are willing to travel 
10miles or more equalling 61m wasted miles and 1,742,857m 
gallons of wasted fuel (assuming 35mpg) £1.35 per litre/£6.13 
per gallon).
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19% Independent garage or chain such as Halfords Autocentres

27.2% Me – I check the car myself

8.7% Main dealer franchise

17.3%

27.7% Friend/partner/family member

N/A – I don`t get my car checked for mechanical faults 
before departing

Worryingly more than 1 in 10 drivers (17.3%) 
admitted they would not conduct a mechanical 
check on their cars before a journey of any 
distance.

Despite the fact that most people say they are 
planning to drive further for a day trip than they 
do during an average week, almost a third 
(28%) would only consider a check necessary 
if they were travelling of between 100 and 200 
miles. A further 15% said the journey would 
need to be more than 200 miles before they 
would bother.

Of those that said they would carry out checks 
prior to departing, almost one in three people 
(27.7%) said they would ask a friend, partner 
or family member, whilst nearly as many 
(27.2%) plan to do it themselves.

Of those that would have their car professionally 
checked, a cost conscious 19% said they 
would use an independent garage, with only 
8.7% prepared to use a main dealer franchise.

Who checks the car?

Checking the car



Insight

“ When deciding whether 
or not to return for a 
forgotten item clearly the 
importance of that item 
will play a factor – most 
people would not return 
any great distance for a 
forgotten sweater but 
the key to a roof box 
containing luggage or a 
wallet could clearly spoil 
the day.

That said, with  
conserving fuel, avoiding 
breakdowns and precious 
leisure time all being key 
concerns highlighted 
by this research, it is 
surprising how little 
importance people attach 
to waste and basic car 
maintenance.

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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Insight

“ Journey comfort plays a 
vital part in ensuring the 
success of a day trip.

   Whilst more than half of people use in-car 
technology to help pass the time, older 
drivers use it the least, perhaps taking 
greater pleasure from the journey itself. Use 
technology by all means but remember 

that journeys are a good time to talk and 
often one of the few times a family or 
group of friends get together – so use it 
as an opportunity to explore the lost art of 
conversation as well as new destinations.

   The temperature inside a car can help stop 
people from getting hot under the collar – 
reducing stress and the likelihood of an 
argument, so switching it off may be a costly 
mistake.

do you use technology to keep  
occupied when travelling by car?
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During the journey

yes
54.3% no

45.7%

Keeping busy 

Eye spy has clearly been replaced by technological 
solutions to alleviating the boredom of car journeys 
– with 54% of people using smartphones, tablet 
computers and DVD players to remain occupied 
during a journey.

More than three quarters (77%) of 18–24 year  
olds use devices such as these whilst on day 
trips, followed closely by gadget-loving 35–44 
years olds – 74% of which exploit technology  
to stave off boredom.

The percentage of technology users diminishes  
in line with age for those over the age of 55  
– with 37% and 19% respectively say that  
they use it to remain occupied.

Keeping cool

Air conditioning has the ability to keep in-car 
temperatures comfortable and help avoid 
frayed nerves or tempers in traffic jams. 
However, almost half of daytrippers (48%) 
whose cars had either air con or climate 
control said that they would not check whether 
it was working prior to departure.

This is largely explained by the fact that the 
same number (48%) keep their air conditioning 
or climate control switched off during a journey 
in a bid to lower fuel consumption and save 
money.

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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Conclusion 

summary of findings

It’s clear that people’s limited leisure time, efforts 
to economise and yet still enjoy quality time with 
friends or family is driving a resurgence in the 
number of people taking day trips this summer.

For most of them a car is the only way to travel 
but that in itself raises concerns over the cost 
of fuel and potentially stressful situations that 
can spoil the trip such as breaking down or 
being stuck in traffic.

The good news is the majority are undaunted 
and intent on making the most of their time as 
well as money. 

The even better news is that with some 
forethought, the things that people fear as 
well as their stress levels can be substantially 
reduced – making it more likely that the day 
trip will live up to expectations.

Insight

“ The halfords research 
shows how important day 
trips will be for people 
this summer regardless  
of their age or gender.

   Psychological stereotypes may persist 
to some extent – as women still do the 

packing, men do the journey planning 
and much of the driving – but shared 
responsibility for the trip will help ensure a 
successful day.

   Worries about fuel costs and breakdowns 
can all too easily lead to inaction but with 
careful planning a truly memorable day trip 
could be closer than you think and needn’t 
break the bank. Such memories are worth 
their weight in gold.”

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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Dr Geoff Rolls’ simple steps  
to day trip heaven 

1. choose your destination 
with care – look for less well 
known destinations that could 

surprise and delight you  
and your passengers

4. Use in-car entertainment  
& technology to enrich the  

journey – download new music,  
a book you’ve been dying to read 

or radio programme you don’t  
usually listen to.

2. Share the responsibility  
of getting ready – give  
children a role and  

make it fun

5. Brush-up on traditional 
travel games that everyone 
can play to pass time during 

the journey.

8. Go with the flow  
– don’t set your expectations 
too high and they are more 

likely to be exceeded.

7. Take care of the basics – 
ensure you or a qualified technician 

checks the car over for faults 
before setting off to avoid the day 

trip ending prematurely.

3. Pack a picnic and plan  
a stop somewhere 

picturesque to break-up  
the journey

6. Hope for the best and plan 
for the worst – have alternate 
clothing and an alternate route 
in mind to enable you to adapt 

to changes in the weather  
and traffic
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Halfords Autocentres’  
money saving measures

saving money & avoiding stress:

• Adopt a light-footed driving approach – hard 
acceleration and sudden braking can use 
up to 40 per cent more fuel. 

• Travel at times when there is less 
congestion and queues are shorter  
– sitting in traffic uses more fuel. 

• Make sure your breakdown cover is up to 
date and take any necessary documentation 
with you. Emergency roadside rescue can  
be costly if you are not covered. 

• Carry some basic safety equipment such  
as a warning triangle, jump leads, foot 
pump, tow rope, torch, high visibility vest, 
first aid kit. 

• Avoid carrying excess baggage. Review 
what you’re taking with you and remove 
unnecessary items which all add to your 
vehicle’s weight. (If necessary use a roof 
box which is more aerodynamically efficient 
than a roof rack and remove it all together 
when it is not being used).

car maintenance advice:

• Having paid for your car to have air 
conditioning or climate control fitted,  
reap its benefits and ensure it is operating 
efficiently through regular checks rather 
than switching it off altogether.

• Ensure that engines are serviced properly  
at least once a year – this not only enhances  
fuel consumption by making sure they are 
operating efficiently but drastically reduces 
the chances of breakdown due to an 
undiagnosed fault.

You can further minimise the chances of 
breakdown by carrying out some basic checks 
for yourself prior to departure. Alternatively 
reputable garages like Halfords Autocentres 
offer free vehicle checks that give you greater 
peace of mind. This is even more important  
if your car does not usually cover large 
distances.

• Check all tyres (including the spare) are 
correctly inflated – which increases their 
life span and lowers fuel consumption by 
reducing rolling resistance. 

• Check all tyres have sufficient tread (at least 
1.6mm depth across ¾ of the tyre) and 
are they free from bulges, lumps or cuts to 
reduce the chances of a puncture. 

• Check your oil and water levels are in line 
with manufacturer standards and top them 
up if necessary – 60% of engine failures are 
due to cooling system problems.

The cost pressures facing car owners are having an effect on their 
choice of day trip destination and limiting the choice of activities 
open for them to enjoy.

However, motorists can instantly take some straightforward steps  
to reduce their expenditure on driving to unlock additional 
disposable income.
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“ We remember the 
extraordinary rather than 
the mundane and so a 
memorable day trip is 
important for recharging 
the batteries and for our 
psychological well-being.”

– Dr Geoff Rolls
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About Halfords Autocentres

Halfords Autocentres is a 
leading independent MOT, 
car service, repair and tyre 
garage network. We employ 
highly trained ATA accredited 
technicians and use the latest 
in vehicle diagnostic equipment 
in over 290 sites – which is 
expanding monthly – to deliver 
dealership quality work at 
affordable prices.
Being independent experts means that we are 
able to service, repair and maintain any make 
or model of car in line with the manufacturer’s 
standards, whilst offering a local price match 
promise and peace of mind in the form of a 
minimum guarantee of 12 months or 12,000 
miles on work carried out. (See website for 
terms and conditions)

The Halfords Autocentres name may be a 
recent addition to the Halfords Group, but our 
heritage spans more than three decades and 
we serve over 750,000 customers every year 
– with over 8 out of 10 of them being happy to 
recommend us to their friends.

www.halfordsautocentres.com
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www.halfordsautocentres.com


